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Do you feel anxious about almost apocalyptic scenarios that happen all the time lately?Do you
want to be able to recognize edible plants in order to survive any catastrophic event that might
happen?Do you also want to be able to make your own food, herbal medicine and remedies
that's 100% natural?With pandemic, increased levels of violence and inequality, and political
instability in many countries, it makes no wonder that many people are scared of possible
apocalyptic events. Such people like to be prepared in case that something really bad happens
and stores aren't so accessible as they are right now. One of the most important things in case of
such event is to find, secure and preserve food, and know how to make remedies and other
healing substances.Angeni Tesarkee is an author that knows everything about finding and
preserving edible plants in the wilderness, since she spent 10 years there with Native American
shamans, who thaught her how to survive without benefits of modern civilization. She decided to
write this book to share that knowledge with you.Read this book and you will:Learn how to
recognize 101 edible plants in the wildLearn how to survive in harsh, postapocalyptic
enviromentsLearn how to preserve and store your food using root cellars, foraging pits and other
methodsLearn about health benefits of 101 edible plants you will find in the natureEven if you
are sceptical about possible Apocalypse, keep in mind that such scenarios aren't impossible at
all, so make sure that you have a guide on preparing for the worst.You know you need to be
prepared…so click “BUY NOW“ button, order YOUR COPY, and learn how to survive even if
everything else fails!!
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Stinging Nettle78. Sulfur Shelf79. Sunflower80. Sweet Potatoes81. Tarragon82. Trout
Lily83. Tulip84. Yellow Chanterelles85. Violet86. Watercress87. White Mustard88. Wild
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Urchin100. Yarrow101. Yaupon HollyChapter 3: Best Food Preservation TechniquesUsing
Root CellarsMaking Use of Foraging PitsUse Food Drying TechniquesMake Use of Canning
JarsConclusionIntroductionThousands of years passed before our ancestors realized
agriculture was a viable choice. And in those years, they had to master the art of surviving in the
environment at the time. During those good old days, hunting and gathering were the order of
the day. The fire was not always available in those days, but they had to ensure somehow that
they ate. Whether they were eating meat or wild fruits and veggies, there was always this one
underlying threat, and this is the threat of eating something poisonous that could kill them or
cause severe harm.Also, meat was not always accessible due to difficulty obtaining it, thus
collecting became one of the simplest choices. With so many wild plants, it was obvious that
there had to be a method to tell which ones were edible. Since there were no over-the-counter
medications, people had to learn how to choose therapeutic plants. They were expert foragers!
Our ancestors' survival depended on this talent, which took years to develop and was handed
down by word of mouth. Even if we no longer need to hunt and gather, mastering these abilities
may save our lives in a survival scenario.What if you were compelled to spend days or weeks in
the woods? A lion must learn to eat grass, according to an African adage. Similarly, if you can't
obtain your usual meals, you must find other ways to live. But there is one issue, and that is the
danger of ingesting poisons. You don't want that, therefore learn to distinguish edible plants from
poisonous ones. And if you can't tell the difference, you should know what plants to watch out for
in the wild. This talent is vital to your survival, so start training immediately if you want to master
it. Keep in mind that you may not have access to this book when out in the wild. Remember that
you may obtain these plants in the city as well as in the wild!
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